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CHEAT SHEET 1 
Narrating PowerPoints 
Before you start to add audio to your PowerPoint ensure you have finalised the design and 
compressed all images (see Cheat sheet Compressing PowerPoints) 

STEP 1: Start recording 

Go to the slide you wish your audio to start. 

On the menu go to “slide show” and select “record slide show”, “start recording”  

STEP 2: 

As you record your slides the narration will follow each slide as you click though them.  

Once you have completed your recording “select the “X” on the recording panel. This will end the 
recording. (See image 3) 

STEP 3: Trimming you audios 

You will notice that there will now be an audio 
icon on each recorded slide (see Image 4) 

If you need to trim your audio “right click on the 
speaker icon” and a panel will appear (see 
Image 5) PowerPoint will allow you to trim your 
audio by selecting and dragging the green slide to 
the left or dragging the red slide to the right. (see 
Image 6) this is very basic editoring only. 

 

Menu - Image 1 

Slideshow- Image2 

Recording panel- Image 3 Audio icons Image 4 
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STEP 4 - Re-recording a slide 

If you need to re-record a slide, delete the audio icon on the selected slide. 

Go to the menu and select insert, Audio,record audio, ( Image 7) start recording by selecting the 
red button, (Image 8)this will allow you to just record an individual slide.  

Once complete select ok. 

  

Trim Audios- Image 5 Audio editor - Image 6 

Audios editor - Image 7 

Record - Image 8 
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Step 5 – Compressing your file 

You can make your PowerPoint 
presentation smaller and improve playback 
performance by compressing your media 
files. 

Under the file menu select compress 
media. (Image 9) 

To specify the quality of the media, which in turn, determines the size of the file, select one of the 
following:  

Presentation Quality-Save space while maintaining overall audio and video quality.  

Internet Quality-Quality will be similar to the above which is streamed over the Internet. 

Low Quality -Use when space is limited, such as when you are 
sending presentations via e-mail 

STEP 6 -  Saving your powerpoint 

There are a number of formats you can save your file too. 

Here is a couple of suggestions (Image 10) 

PowerPoint presentation, is what is use as my default setting. 

PowerPoint show is a good format as it opens in full screen 
and plays automatically. This will saves it as the same size as a presentation file. 

Now if you are wanting to load your presentation to say YouTube or share stream you can save it as a 
Windows media file (wmv), this is a larger format then the other two.  

There are pros and cons with saving it as a movie file or (wmv) 

Pros are you can place it on YouTube and it plays like a movie  

However there are some cons you need to consider 

Students cannot interact with a movie file. 

And it may need a third party software to save it as a MP4 such as HandBrake or Online convert which 
are free softwares. 

 http://handbrake.fr/downloads.php. 

http://www.online-convert.com./  

Save – Image10 

Compress – Image 9 

http://handbrake.fr/downloads.php
http://www.online-convert.com./
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